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RATIONAL COBORDISM OPERATIONS

MARTIN BENDERSKY

Abstract. Rational cobordism operations dual to the right action are

studied. The integral operations, and their compositions are computed in

terms of these operations. Similar results for iV-operations are obtained.

Introduction. We study the action of BP cohomology operations on

BP*(CP°°). The action of the Landweber-Novikov operations on MU*(CP°°)

is quite simple, so our problem reduces to computing the Quillen idempotent.

In [5], the Quillen map is computed on generators M„ of MUt(MU), for

small values of *. (These generators are related to the duals of the Land-

weber-Novikov operations by the canonical anti-isomorphism.)

We formalize this procedure by introducing rational operations pF, which

are related to the right action by duality (2.1). These operations behave well

with respect to the Quillen map, so the difficulty is reduced to computing pF

on MUQ*(CP°°). This allows us to work entirely in cohomology, where the

composition laws for pF are simple. In particular the computation of the

action of a composition of operations on BP*(CP°°) is no more difficult than

computing the action of a single operation (2.4).

I would like to thank M. Mimura for posing the question which led to this

paper.

1. Preliminaries on Mil and BP. We adopt the notation of [1], [2] and [6].

MUç is a polynomial algebra on even dimensional generators.

MJJ-* = Ml)% = Z[xx, x2,... ],   \x\ = 2/.

MUm(MU) is a polynomial algebra over MU„.

MU¿MU) = A/Í/JZ»,, b2,. .. ],    |t3,| = 2i.

We may also choose generators M, which are related to b¡ by the canonical

anti-isomorphism c(b¡) = M¡.

Over the rationals, it is possible to choose generators, m¡ for MUQ^ so that

the right action is given by

(1-0 %(«,)-    2     rna(M)°;x
a + d=i

where M = 2¡>0M¡ and (M)"/' denotes the term of degree 2<i in (M)a+ '.

Similarly, for a fixed prime/»
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BP* = BPm = Qp[vx,v2,...]

where \v¡\ = 2(p' - 1), and Qp denotes the integers localized at p.

BP.(BP) = BP,[tx,t2,...],       \ft\-2(p'-\).

We may choose generators for BPQ+ so that

BPQ. = Q[mx,m2,...],       |m,| = 2(p'- 1)

and the right action is given by

(1.2) %(/*,) =    S     mjP".
a + d=i

The Quillen map e: MUQp -* BP is a map of ring spectra, and induces

natural transformations

e*:MUQp*(X)->BP*(X)

and

e,:MUQp,(X)^BP,(X).

Over the rationals we have, for A = S°

0-3)        e*K)=ir" '"'',"!'*l   ,;      JO,     !>/- l,anyr.

The ring of cohomology operations in MU*(MU) is the completed tensor

product MU* <S> S where 5 is the free group generated by elements SF.

(F = (f\,f2, . . . ) runs over all sequences of nonnegative integers almost all of

which are zero.) {SF) is the basis dual to [bF = b{b{^ . . .). BP*(BP) is the

completed tensor product BP* ® R where R is the free Qp module generated

by rF, the dual basis to tF.

Let £ be a spectrum satisfying the flatness condition [1]. For x E E^.(X),

iKx) = 2>, <8> x,, e, E £„(£), x, E £t(A), r E £*(£), and u G E*(X) we

have the formula of Adams [1, p. 73].

(1.4) </•(«), x>= £ <r, e,.<«> *,>>•

For A = CP°°,E = MU or ÄP, E*(CP°°) = £*[[«]], « E E2(CPX). So, in

this case the action of E*(E) on E*(X) is determined by the coaction, \p, via

(1.4). Furthermore, we may choose u in BP and A/t/ so that e*(u) = u.

In the case of E = A/Í/ we have

5f(„)-f«'+'    ^ = A"FV '      [0,        F^A„

where A = (0, . . . , 1, . . . ), 1 in the ith place. The coaction is given by the

formula

0.5) *(■%)-    2     (¿)>"a

where {i^} is the basis dual to {uk}.
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2. Rational operations. The formal properties of the right action dualize to

convenient composition laws in cohomology. These operations also behave

well with respect to the Quillen map. Specifically let E denote MUQ or BPQ.

Theorem 2.1. There are operations p/ G E^(E) (\F\ = 2 2if for E =

MUQ, \F\ = 2 2(/>' - \)ffor E = BPQ) such that
(i) F*(F) = F* <8> P where P is the Q vector space generated by (p/}.

(ii)A(p/) = 2Fi+f2.^®p/2.

(iii)

p/(mc)= 11'   F= G'FF V      '      I 0,   F * G,

where mG = mf'mp ....

(iv) p/ o p* = o 7/F * (0, 0, . . . ) = (0), p(0) o p* = pß.

Proof. We prove 2.1 for F = MUQ. The proof for BPQ is similar.

Set dk equal to t,(w^). (1.1) implies

MUQ,(MU) = MUQt[dx,d2,...],

then c/f = tj(wO is an M(7Ö* basis for MUQ<(MU). Define {pF = p^u) to

be the basis of MUQ*(MU) dual to {c/^}. (i) and (ii) are immediate. From

(1.4), with A" = 5° we have

(pF(mG),\) = (pF,dG)

and (iii) follows.

To prove (iv) we use the formula

WF)=1®muq/F       ([1, page 64]).

Hence

(Pf o pD, dG > =   (Pf,   1  •  (Pd, dG »

which is 0 unless F = (0, 0, . . . ). For F = (0, 0,... )

<»'*">'{I aotDo.

and (iv) follows.

Remarks. (1) p^ is not 1 G E°(E) in fact the counit, e satisfies e(dF) =

mF. This implies 1 = 2mFpF.

(2) 2.1 generalizes to ring spectra satisfying the following conditions.

(a) trJ^E) = 0, * < 0.

(b) trJ(E) is a finitely generated vector space over the rationals, with

tr0(E) = Q, generated by the unit.

Then, with respect to a basis {x¡) (with 1 = x0) for E,, one may choose

generators p,, dual to t/(jc,-). This follows from the collapsing of the Atiyah-

Hirzebruch spectral sequence. The p,'s satisfy (i), (iii) and (iv).

If E% is a polynomial algebra then we may choose generators satisfying (ii).
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We now restrict our attention to BPQm for the remainder of this section,

and denote pFp by pF.

Let F = (/,, f2,. .. ), G = (gi, g2,. . . ) be sequences of nonnegative inte-

gers, almost all of which are zero. Define elements WFG G BPQ* by the

formula

Proposition 2.2. rG = 1,FWFGpF.

Proof. This is dual to (1.2).

For F = (/,, f2, . . . ), and a prime p define

P(F) - /, +gh + ^r3 + • • • ,       s(F) = (/2,/3, . . . ).

If G = (gi, g2, . .. ), then the binomial coefficient (G) is defined to be

(i)(£)

For / c BPQ*, (I) denotes the ideal (/) • BPQ*(BP) c BPQ*(BP). With
this notation, we may specialize 2.2.

Corollary 2.3. (a) r(n) = 2p(F).n(FF+G)ms(F)+GPF+G where (n) = (n, 0,

0,.. . ).
(°) rF = pF mod(m„ m2, . . . ).

Theorem 2.1 implies we can write compositions of operations, r(n) directly

in terms of the basis [pF], and thereby obtain relations of the Adem type.

Let N = (nk, ..., n2, «,) be a sequence of nonnegative integers. We define

r" = rUk) • • ' •   • r(ni) o /•(„,).

For i = I, . . ., k let F¡ = (/¡, f2, . . . ) be a sequence of almost all zero,

nonnegative integers. Let T denote (Fk, . . . , Fx). Fix a prime p. Then we

define p(T) = (p(Fk), . . . ,p(Fx)),   \T\ = Fk + • • • + Fx.   For   G = (gx,

r?2>   •   •   •  )

c(C.T).n(G + f| + s<2?-'/'',-^1

where, by convention, 2? = 0. With this notation, we have the following.

Proposition 2.4. rN = 2p(T)=NC(G, T)m^+F'+s^-^pG+F¡.

Proof. This is a straightforward induction using (2.1) and (2.3).

Examples.

s

(a) r(1) ¿^^o r(1) = slrU)   mod(o„ v2, . . . ).

(b) r(x,x) = r(2) ° r(p) + [P *   )( \ f(P+2)   modit;,, v2, . . . ).
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(c) Um,n<p then r(m) ° r(n) = r(n) ° r(m). (Compare [6].)

Proof. For part (a), T must be the sequence ((1),. . ., (1)). So S(|T|) = 0

and Sfi*! = (q). The only term in r(1, • ■ ■ • X) not zero mod(w„ . . . ) is the term

with G = (s — 1). In this case, C(G, T) = s\. Part (a) now follows from 2.3

(b), and the fact that (©,, t>2,.. . ) ® Q = (m„ m2,.. . ) [3]. Parts (b) and (c)

are similar.

Remarks. (1) R. Zahler has obtained an Adem relation for compositions of

the elements r(p¡).

(2)The ideal (vx, v2, .. . ) is not invariant [4]. So (a) and (b) are only correct

on classes x G BP*(X), not on classes defined mod(i>i, v2, . .. ).

3. Applications to CP°°. The behavior of pF with respect to the Quillen map

is particularly simple. Let A, denote (0, . . . , 1, 0, . . . ) with 1 in the 7th place.

Proposition 3.1. Suppose H = '2frApr_x and p"u(u) = 2xiHui, xiHE

MUQ*. Then pFp = 2^e^(xiH)u', where e^ is as in (1.3), and u is defined in §1.

Proof.

ipMU(uk) = 2ZxiHdH ® ux + (other terms).

By the naturality of the coaction, the naturality of n, and (1.3)

¡pBP(uk) = '2e(xiH)dF ® u, + (other terms)

where (other terms) does not involve w,. 3.1 now follows from (1.4).

We now consider operations on BP*(CP") = BP*[u]/un+x = 0. In

particular we consider r^n_k) acting on uk. In this case we need only compute

r(n-k) mod(u„ v2, . . . ) i.e. pB„p_ky

By 3.1 we must compute p"-k)¡í . By the Cartan formula it suffices to

compute P(Z-k)Ci   (u). For the remainder of this section p„ will denote p+u.

We wish to compute the coefficients x,, G MUQ* in the expansion

p/v» - Sa*»'«    (W = 2il(p -»)-'■+ !])•
Sety, = 2,jc,/, Y(z) = 1>y¡z' (z an indeterminate), and m = 1 + m, + m2

+ ■ ■ ■ .

Theorem 3.2. y, is recursively determined by the formula

z(Y(z))"+ Y(z) - m = 0.

In particular, for p = 2, Y(z) = (- 1 + Vl + 4mz )/2z.

Proof.

yi - 2 (Piv.i")' "') = 2 (p/a,.,. (è)!-i)-

Hence ¿» = 2y,t//A'- + (other terms). From (1.1), r,(m) = 2ma(A/)a+1.

Applying the canonical anti-isomorphism to both sides, we obtain m =

27)(ma)(/3)a+1.For/ > 0,

0 = <P,Vl, ™> =  <P7A,_,> 6 + 6*1,(1!}.-,))
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and for / = 0,

m = (p/A,_,>¿> + b"v(mp-x))-

So we have the recursion formula

m = (S^/A'-' ) + ßV'Vl )dà>-'.

Setting í/V' equal to the indeterminate z proves 3.2.

We conclude with some examples forp = 2.

Let R = 2/>r/(/)- The Cartan formula implies

R (uk) = R (u)k   in BP*(CPn ).

PU)(U) = 2/JCy»' = xl+xlu'+x    mod(w„ m2, . . . )

and

vi \     •*?     /     v          /      —1 +V1 + 4z ,, v
Y(z) = z.y,z' = zx/+l/z' = --z-     mod(m„ m2, . . . ).

From 3.1 we have for the prime 2

(3.3) R(uk) = uk(~l+"£+*»   )*   mod(ü„t;2,...)

where R = r(0) + r(1) + • • • .
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